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UK short-term forecast

Ø Scientific response to Covid-19 in the UK
§ SPI-M, SAGE, COBR
§ Short-term forecasts

Ø Rolling situation
§ Fast response
§ Moving target

Ø Team effort
§ Can get stuff wrong
§ Model combination: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.10714

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.10714
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.10714


Model combination for R



MODEL



Model flowchart

S =   Susceptible
EA = Exposed asymptomatic
ES = Exposed symptomatic
IA = Infected asymptomatic
IR = Infected - will recover
IH = Infected - will be hospitalised
HR = Hospitalised – will recover
HC = Hospitalised – will become critical
HC = Hospitalised – will die
CR = Critical – will recover
CD = Critical – will die
M = Monitored pre discharge
D =  Died
R =  Recovered
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Model features

Ø ODE with Neg Bin likelihood: both MLE and MCMC

Ø No age structure

Ø Independent regions

Ø Parameterisation

§ Detailed but incomplete hospital data for rates (CHESS)

§ 4 aggregate national streams for fitting remaining parameters

Ø Team effort:

§ Katrina Lythgoe

§ Francesca Scarabel

§ Chris Overton

§ Josh Burton and Filippo Pagani



Short term forecast (MLE)



Short-term forecast (MCMC)



Estimates of R



CHALLENGES



Struggles (1)

Ø A lot of data, but still not enough to parameterise the model well
§ Unidentifiability issues
§ Other sources of data
§ Multiple data streams for deaths
§ Two big classes of models – what does R describe? 
§ Difficult to estimate the incidence – seroprevalence also unclear
§ Noisy data – signal VS noise?
§ Decline at different rates

Ø Initial struggle with Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
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Different rates of decline
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Early lack of data



Struggles (2)
Ø Unknown impact of lockdown

§ Predictions going all over the place at the peak
§ How to learn from 1 region to another?

Ø Struggles with the meaning of the data (e.g. hospital incidence)

Ø Estimates of R
§ Other methods – Wallinga & Teunis, Cori
§ Which window?
§ We obtained narrow CIs
§ More changes in transmission: larger CIs, but model going funny
§ Estimates depend on generation time

Ø We are trying to move away from R
§ Interest shifted from R to growth rate
§ Still, different growth rates for different data streams



Short-term forecast (MCMC)
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Relationship between r and R0
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Fig. S4: Random variability in the generation time distribution (thin coloured lines) and time-point average
(thick black line).
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where f is the incubation period density function and g is the density of the infection date. We assume g is pro-
portional to force of infection of the outbreak, which is assumed to follow exponential growth with rate parameter
0.25 day�1. Using a gamma distribution to describe the incubation period, we get a mean incubation of 4.84
days with standard deviation 2.79. The data for the incubation period is also included as supplementary material,
along with MATLAB code to perform the maximum likelihood estimation.

Estimation of R0

The relationship between the growth rate r and the basic reproduction number R0 in a simple homogeneously
mixing model is provided by the Lotka-Euler equation:

1

R0
=

Z 1

0
!(⌧)e�r⌧d⌧ , (S9)

where ⌧ represents the time since the infection of an individual and !(⌧) is the infectious contact interval distribu-
tion, defined as the probability density function (pdf) of the times (since infection) at which an infectious contact
is made. An infectious contact is a contact that results in an infection if the contactee is susceptible, and early on
in the epidemic any randomly selected contactee is almost surely susceptible.

Equation (S9) assumes all individuals have the same infectious contact interval distribution. However, if we
assume random variability between individuals, there will be a set S of curves ⌦(⌧). However, equation (S9) still
applies, with !(⌧) being the time-point average of all curves in S [50 ]; see Figure S4.

The generation time Tg is defined as the mean of the infectious contact interval distribution !:

Tg =

Z 1

0
⌧!(⌧)d⌧ . (S10)

The same definition extends to a random infectivity profiles of which ! is the time-point average.
For the incubation period we use our estimates from Table 1 (mean 4.84, standard deviation 2.79), which

are anyway similar to those estimated by others. However, information about any form of pre-symptomatic
transmission is hard to obtain but crucial for R0 estimates [34-37 ]. Furthermore, there is also limited information
concerning how infectivity changes over time. Therefore, Table S1 reports the estimates we obtain assuming the
infectious period starts at the onset of symptoms, one, two or three days earlier, and assuming a Gamma-shaped
infectivity with mean 2 or 3 days. In both cases, the standard deviation is assumed to be 1.5 and the infectivity
is truncated after 7 days (see Figure S4).

We conclude that the estimates of R0 are highly sensitive to small variations in quantities that are poorly
supported by available data, but that for a growth rate of 0.25 day�1, close to what is observed in Italy and the
UK, are also generally larger, and possibly much larger, than o�cial estimates [3, 12-15 ]. Smaller values in this
range are associated with significant amounts of pre-symptomatic transmission [34 ], leading to a generation time
for example compatible with some of the shortest estimates of the serial interval seen in the literature [51 ], and
with a front-loaded infectivity curve (mean 2, rather than 3).

We tested further assumptions. A simple SEIR model, with exponentially distributed incubation and infectious
periods (with the same means as above but constant infectivity) leads to much smaller values of R0 than our
estimates, as it favours really short incubation periods (Table S1B, left). Estimates, instead, do not change
significantly if high variability in total infectiousness between individuals, in line with what observed for SARS, is
assumed (Table S1B, right) or if 50% of cases are assumed to be fully asymptomatic and transmit at half the rate
as those with symptoms (not shown).

These simple estimates are obtained under the assumption of mass-action mixing. The explicit presence of a
social structure (e.g. age-stratification, household/network structure, etc.), which in principle could a↵ect them, is
likely negligible in such a high R0 and growth rate regime [52 ]. The e↵ect of the social structure on transmission
is expected to grow in importance (especially the household structure, since isolation and quarantine facilitate
within-household transmission) the closer R0 is to 1.
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Different rates of decline



BEFORE LOCKDOWN



Before lockdown
Ø Uncertainty in R0:

§ Early estimates 1.4-6.49*, but official estimates 2-3
§ Masks variability in data (r), methods and assumptions (e.g. 

generation time distribution
§ Beware of estimates of R0 without other temporal info

Ø Over-reliance on R0:
§ Uncertain – draconian measures likely (from other countries)
§ Pre-symptomatic transmission
§ No information about time
§ Timing is key, especially in the face of uncertainty

Ø Growth rate and delays to intervention are more relevant and 
readily available in the data!

* Liu et al., J. Travel Med. 27, 2 (2020); Majumder & Mandl, Lancet 8 (5), E627-E630 (2020).

Pellis et al. (2020), https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.00117



CONCLUSIONS



Conclusions

Ø The UK short-term forecasting experience
§ Rolling situation
§ Lots of challenges with data and model fit
§ Models essentially used to read data (or for scenario planning), 

rather than for predictions

Ø Effective reproduction number
§ R is a really confusing quantity – endless discussions
§ Depends on methods and assumptions – growth rate more direct
§ Uncertainty depends on a lot of choices, often relatively arbitrary

» Averaging window
» Which data stream is fitted
» Variability in the generation time distribution

Ø Same issues with R0 and unconstrained growth rate pre-lockdown



Ø Model fit and R:

§ Chris Overton

§ Francesca Scarabel

§ Joshua Burton

§ Filippo Pagani

§ Chris Jewell

Ø Hospital model:

§ Katrina Lythgoe

§ Thomas House

§ Ian Hall

§ UoM COVID-19 Working Group
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